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Abstract. The high complexity of cloud parameterizations
now held in models puts more pressure on observational
studies to provide useful means to evaluate them. One approach to the problem put forth in the modelling community
is to evaluate under what atmospheric conditions the parameterizations fail to simulate the cloud properties and under
what conditions they do a good job. It is the ambition of this
paper to characterize the variability of the statistical properties of tropical ice clouds in different tropical “regimes”
recently identified in the literature to aid the development of
better process-oriented parameterizations in models. For this
purpose, the statistical properties of non-precipitating tropical ice clouds over Darwin, Australia are characterized using ground-based radar-lidar observations from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program. The ice
cloud properties analysed are the frequency of ice cloud occurrence, the morphological properties (cloud top height and
thickness), and the microphysical and radiative properties
(ice water content, visible extinction, effective radius, and total concentration). The variability of these tropical ice cloud
properties is then studied as a function of the large-scale
cloud regimes derived from the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project (ISCCP), the amplitude and phase of
the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), and the large-scale atmospheric regime as derived from a long-term record of radiosonde observations over Darwin.

The vertical variability of ice cloud occurrence and microphysical properties is largest in all regimes (1.5 order of
magnitude for ice water content and extinction, a factor 3 in
effective radius, and three orders of magnitude in concentration, typically). 98 % of ice clouds in our dataset are characterized by either a small cloud fraction (smaller than 0.3)
or a very large cloud fraction (larger than 0.9). In the ice
part of the troposphere three distinct layers characterized by
different statistically-dominant microphysical processes are
identified. The variability of the ice cloud properties as a
function of the large-scale atmospheric regime, cloud regime,
and MJO phase is large, producing mean differences of up to
a factor 8 in the frequency of ice cloud occurrence between
large-scale atmospheric regimes and mean differences of a
factor 2 typically in all microphysical properties. Finally, the
diurnal cycle of the frequency of occurrence of ice clouds is
also very different between regimes and MJO phases, with
diurnal amplitudes of the vertically-integrated frequency of
ice cloud occurrence ranging from as low as 0.2 (weak diurnal amplitude) to values in excess of 2.0 (very large diurnal
amplitude). Modellers should now use these results to check
if their model cloud parameterizations are capable of translating a given atmospheric forcing into the correct statistical
ice cloud properties.
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Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Introduction

The importance of clouds on the evolution of climate through
their direct effect on the earth radiation budget and water cycle is well recognized. However, despite significant improvements brought to the representation of clouds in models,
clouds still remain by far the largest source of spread among
future climate projections produced by climate models (e.g.
Potter and Cess, 2004; Bony et al., 2006; Dufresne and Bony,
2008; Sanderson et al., 2008). The way clouds are represented in models also markedly affects the quality of weather
forecasts (e.g. Jakob, 2002), especially where observations
are sparse. Large-scale models have now reached a high
level of complexity though, which resulted in an obvious increase in the realism of the model physics through the introduction of complex processes, which makes the evaluation
and improvement of models increasingly difficult (Jakob,
2003). Further evaluations and improvements of model performances and development of new cloud parameterizations
must now rely not only on a better understanding of cloud
processes (using detailed in-situ microphysical observations
of the nucleation and growth processes), but also on a better
understanding of the statistical properties of clouds and deep
convection and their variability (regional, temporal, vertical,
or as a function of large-scale atmospheric or cloud regimes,
e.g. Su et al., 2008; Marchand et al., 2006; Mace et al.,
2006b; Sassen et al., 2008; Jakob and Tselioudis, 2003).
Among the different clouds forming in the troposphere and
preferential regions of high cloud occurrence, tropical ice
clouds are of particular importance due to their strong and
often complex interaction with radiation, owing to their extensive horizontal and vertical coverage, their long life-time
(e.g. Sassen et al., 2008), and the complexity of the ice cloud
microphysical processes.
The present paper aims at characterizing the variability of non-precipitating tropical ice cloud properties as a
function of different types of “regimes”: the large-scale
“cloud regime” derived from the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project (ISCCP; Schiffer and Rossow, 1983;
Rossow and Schiffer,1999), the amplitude and phase of the
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO, Madden and Julian, 1972;
Wheeler and Hendon, 2004), and the large-scale atmospheric
regime as derived from a long-term record of radiosonde observations over Darwin (Pope et al., 2009). The underlying
motivation for this study is to provide an observational basis
to which large-scale model outputs can be compared statistically for the different regimes or large-scale characteristics
and from which new parameterizations making use of these
large-scale indices can be developed.
Ground-based continuous active remote sensing (cloud
radar and lidar) observations such as those conducted in
the framework of the US Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program (ARM, Stokes and
Schwartz, 1994) are most relevant for the characterization
of the statistical properties of tropical ice clouds. Indeed
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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radars and lidars are the only instruments capable of describing the high-resolution vertical variability of the ice cloud
properties. Besides, long time series of such observations
are already available at a number of tropical sites. From the
combination of these instruments put together at those sites,
the morphological, microphysical, radiative and dynamical
properties of tropical ice clouds have been recently studied
(Mather et al., 2007; Mace et al., 2006a; Protat et al., 2009b,
hereafter PAL09) over the Manus, Nauru, Darwin and Niamey ARM sites, providing unprecedented insights into the
statistical properties of these tropical cirrus clouds (Mace et
al., 2006a; PAL09) and on the vertical structure of radiative
heating and net radiative effect of these clouds (Mather et al.,
2007), as well as some hints on the variability of the statistical properties along the tropical belt (PAL09).
In the present paper the study of PAL09 is extended using
a much larger time series (four years) in order to characterize the statistical properties of tropical ice clouds and their
variability as a function of the large-scale state of the atmosphere. A description of the dataset is given in Sect. 2. The
tropical ice cloud properties and their variability as a function of the large-scale atmospheric context are characterized
in Sect. 3. Similar variability studies but using ISCCP cloud
regimes and the MJO phase are discussed in Sects. 4 and 5.
Conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

2

Observations and methodology

The statistical properties of tropical ice clouds discussed in
the present paper are derived from continuous verticallypointing radar and lidar observations collected at the Darwin
ARM site (latitude: 12.425◦ S; longitude: 130.891◦ E) from
1 July 2005 to 30 June 2009. The radar-lidar observations
include “ice cloud” profiles (defined as not having a liquid
layer below, such as non-precipitating ice anvils, altocumulus/altostratus clouds, and cirrus clouds) and “convective ice”
profiles (the ice part of precipitating systems). Great care
has been taken to split the datasets into ice clouds and convective ice following the methodology described in Protat et
al. (2009a) and PAL09. The variability study carried out in
this paper is based on the “ice cloud” profiles only. The reason for that is that the convective ice profiles are severely
contaminated by attenuation.
The morphological cloud properties studied are the frequency of cloud occurrence, cloud top height (CTH in the
following) and cloud geometrical thickness. They are derived directly from the detection by the radar or the lidar
of a cloud layer at a given height. The expected uncertainties on these morphological properties are due essentially
to the vertical resolution of the instruments. Regarding the
frequency of occurrence, the radar-lidar combination detects
most clouds in the troposphere. The main exception is the
thinnest cirrus clouds overlying low-level clouds (for which
the radar won’t be sensitive enough to detect them and the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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lidar will be extinguished by the liquid layer underneath it).
Apart from that situation, virtually all clouds are seen either
by the radar or the lidar, as also discussed in Comstock et
al. (2002). The microphysical and radiative properties are
the ice water content (IWC), ice particle concentration (NT ),
terminal fall speed of the ice particles (VF ), effective radius
(Re ), and visible extinction (α). These microphysical and radiative properties have been derived using the Delanoë and
Hogan (2008, referred to as DH08 in what follows) radarlidar technique. The unique aspect of the DH08 variational
approach is to retrieve the ice cloud properties seamlessly between regions of the cloud detected by both radar and lidar,
and regions detected by just one of these two instruments.
The principle of the method is to define a forward model
which depends on the cloud variables to be retrieved, an a
priori value for these variables, and to retrieve those cloud
variables by minimizing in the least-squares sense the difference between the forward model and the observations (in
the present case the radar reflectivity and the lidar backscatter coefficient). This technique was used in PAL09 and also
in Protat et al. (2010) to evaluate the ice cloud microphysical retrievals derived from the CloudSat mission (Stephens
et al., 2002). The expected uncertainties have been discussed
in Protat et al. (2010), Heymsfield et al. (2008), and DH08.
The accuracy of the DH08 method has been firstly estimated
using synthetically-generated radar-lidar profiles following
Hogan et al. (2006b). The estimated errors ranged from 10
to 20 % for the radar-lidar part of the method, 20 to 40 % for
the radar part of the method, and could be larger than 50 %
for the lidar part of the method (except for extinction, for
which the method is more accurate, DH08). Similar numbers were found in comparisons with selected in-situ microphysical profiles for which the closure with the bulk microphysical measurements was excellent (see Heymsfield et al.,
2008 for further details). However, it must be stated clearly
that these numbers do not include all possible sources of errors, but there are clearly not easy way to do that (although
efforts are ongoing using radiative transfer codes and surface
fluxes measurements, as well as intercomparison exercises
with in-situ microphysical best estimates of the same parameters). These numbers will however be used to interpret the
variability signatures in this paper.
The 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has also been
used to evaluate the statistical significance of the samples
used to characterize the differences in statistical cloud properties across large-scale atmospheric regimes, cloud regimes,
and MJO phases. The same tests have also been used to
detect whether individual regimes, cloud regimes and MJO
phases were different from each other statistically. The result from a 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test ranges from
0 to 1, 0 being totally independent samples, 1 meaning that
the results are drawn from exactly the same distribution. The
difficult task with these statistical tests is to define reasonable rules to produce independent samples. As a first test, it
has been considered that all samples were independent, uswww.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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ing the argument that they had all been measured at different
times and correspond to different atmospheric volumes. For
all results shown in this paper, and assuming that all samples
are independent, the result of this statistical test is lower than
10−4 , which indicates that all results shown in this paper are
significant in a strict statistical sense. This is also true when
comparing individual regimes with individual cloud regimes
or MJO phases. We believe that this is due to the fact that the
smallest number of points in any regime or phase in this paper is larger than 104 . However, one might argue that not all
individual samples are independent, since they are collected
within continuous cloud structures that have characteristics
timescales. Therefore, another set of 2-sample KolmogorovSmirnov tests has been run, assuming this time independence
of the samples obtained by averaging the individual samples
over continuous cloud events. This corresponds to a drastic reduction of samples (by a factor 500 to 1000 depending
on the regime). The outputs of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests obtained with this new drastic rule on independence
of samples are still less than 10−2 for all comparisons between regimes, except for two comparisons between MJO
phases, where the test results are 0.13 (phases 1 and 2) and
0.2 (phases 5 and 6). The larger values obtained with these
two pairs of MJO phases probably indicates that these pairs
of phases are less clearly independent statistically than the
others. However, although there is no objective threshold
to state whether results are drawn from reasonably independent samples, it seems fair to state that these values are still
relatively small. In conclusion, the 2-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test indicates that all results presented in this paper
are statistically significant.
Probability density functions (PDFs) and mean vertical
profiles, as well as binned differences between the PDFs and
mean vertical profiles for each regime and the reference will
be the primary tools used in order to characterize the variability of the tropical ice cloud properties as a function of the
different meteorological regimes. The diurnal cycle of the
cloud properties will be characterized by two-dimensional
histograms in which time is the abscissa and height the ordinate. The variability of the cloud parameter PDFs with
height will be studied using two-dimensional histograms referred to as HPDFs (Height-dependent PDFs, see PAL09),
where the abscissa is the studied parameter and the ordinate
is height. Note that these plots are normalized by the total
amount of points for each height slab. Direct differences between HPDFs obtained using a given large-scale context and
the reference HPDFs are also used to characterize the vertical variability induced by this large-scale context in terms of
fractional or mean differences.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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The statistical properties of ice clouds and their
variability as a function of the large-scale
atmospheric regime

Cluster analysis on the wind and thermodynamic information contained in the 23:00 UTC radiosonde data at Darwin
for 49 wet seasons from 1957 to 2006 has been recently carried out (Pope et al., 2009) to define objective large-scale
regimes over Northern Australia. Five objectively derived
regimes are obtained, which are found to differ significantly
in their synoptic environment, cloud patterns and rainfall distributions (Pope et al., 2009). These five regimes are used in
the present study to evaluate how the properties of ice clouds
might vary as the large-scale atmosphere varies. Note that the
variation of sub-grid scale properties (in this case ice cloud
properties) with large-scale conditions (in this case synoptic
regimes) is at the heart of the parameterization problem in
large-scale models of weather and climate. As stated above,
by sorting ice cloud properties by large-scale states this study
aims to aid the evaluation and development of such parameterizations.
The first large-scale regime exhibits south-easterly winds
in the low and mid-troposphere, with a maximum in wind
Figure 1: Vertical profile of the frequency of ice cloud occurrence over Darwin with all regim
speed near 2 km height. The moisture profile is very dry
Fig. 1. Vertical profile of the frequency of ice cloud occurrence
throughout the troposphere. This regime (thick
will beblack
referred
to and for
line),
following
atmospheric
regimes:
Moist
overthe
Darwin
with alllarge-scale
regimes included
(thick black
line), and
for theEasterly (thi
following large-scale atmospheric regimes: Moist Easterly (thick
as the “Dry Easterly” regime in the following. It is found to
Easterly (thin solid blue
line), Dry Easterly (thin dotted blue line), Active monsoon (thick re
blue line), Easterly (thin solid blue line), Dry Easterly (thin dotted
occur 5 % of the time in our 4-yr sample.
blue line), Active
monsoon
(thick red
line),red
andline).
Shallow Westerly
Shallow
Westerly
(thin
The second regime accounts for 9 % of our total sam(thin red line).
ple and shows a wind profile similar to the “Dry Easterly” regime, with low level south easterly winds and upper
level westerly winds. The main difference with the previThe fifth regime, which is found 25 % of the time, exhibits
ous regime is that dewpoint temperatures in the 900–500 hPa
a shallow westerly wind below about 2 km height, with weak
layer are significantly higher. This regime will be referred to
easterly winds above that level. The meridional winds are
as the “Easterly” Regime in the following.
southerly throughout the depth of the troposphere. The moisThe third easterly regime accounts for 36 % of the total
ture profile shows a larger dewpoint depression than the Deep
sample. The lower tropospheric zonal flow is easterly, exWesterly regime. It will be referred to as the “Shallow Westtending throughout the entire troposphere, but is weaker than
erly” regime.
during the “Easterly” or “Dry Easterly” regimes. The meridIn addition to the study of the variability of the ice
ional winds for this regime are also very light. This regime
cloud properties as a function of this large-scale atmospheric
also has a smaller dewpoint depression than the other eastregime, we will also revisit the description given in PAL09 of
erly regimes. This regime will be referred to as the “Moist
the statistical properties of the ice clouds themselves from the
Easterly” regime and corresponds to the so-called “break pefour years of observations that have been processed. These
riods” in the monsoon literature (e.g. May et al., 2008 and
results are indeed more robust statistically than those rereferences therein).
ported in PAL09 which was using only data from one wet
The fourth regime characterized in Pope et al. (2009) is
season (five months) and allow for the upper part of the trocharacterized by a westerly zonal wind profile up to about
posphere to be fully characterized in terms of dominant mi7 km height and easterly zonal winds above this level. The
crophysical processes, which was not the case in PAL09.
meridional wind profile is northerly, changing to southerly
above 8 km height. This regime has the strongest upper tro3.1 Frequency of ice cloud occurrence
pospheric zonal winds of all the regimes. The temperature
profile exhibits a small dew point depression, indicative of a
The frequency of ice cloud occurrence (which will be revery moist atmosphere. This regime is therefore referred to
ferred to as “cloud occurrence” in the following) is defined as
as the “Deep Westerly regime”, and corresponds to the “acthe ratio of of
thethe
number
of “cloudy”
radar occurrence
and/or lidar(in
gates
tive monsoon periods” in the monsoon Figure
literature.
It
is
found
2: Time-height cross-section
frequency
of ice cloud
%) over the D
to the total number of radar-lidar gates. The most interesting
to be present 25 % of the time in our 4-yr dataset.
all regimes included (a), and for the following large-scale atmospheric regimes: Easterly (b), D
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Figure 2: Time-height cross-section of the frequency of ice cloud occurrence (in %) over the Darwin site with
Fig. 2. Time-height cross-section of the frequency of ice cloud occurrence (in %) over the Darwin site with all regimes included (a), and
all following
regimes included
and for regimes:
the following
atmospheric
regimes:
(b), Dry
Easterly
(c),Moist
for the
large-scale(a),
atmospheric
Easterlylarge-scale
(b), Dry Easterly
(c), Active
MonsoonEasterly
(d), Shallow
Westerly
(e), and
Easterly (f).

Active Monsoon (d), Shallow Westerly (e), and Moist Easterly (f).

31
tions of the frequency of ice cloud occurrence, the verticallyintegrated frequency of occurrence has been calculated and
displayed as times series (Fig. 3). The mean vertical profile
obtained when all regimes are considered (thick black line in
Fig. 1) shows that the ice cloud occurrence peaks at 12.5–
13 km, reaching a value of 11 %. Figures 2a and 3 show that
the diurnal cycle of ice clouds is well marked over Darwin
with larger occurrences of ice clouds at night and smallest
occurrences in the morning, with a maximum occurrence of
15 % at 13 km between 17:00 and 23:00 Local Time (LT).
From There are 2.2 times more ice clouds at 20:00 LT than
at 08:00 LT (Fig. 3). also Ice clouds are however also frequent during daytime from 8 to 15 km height (Fig. 2a). This
Figure 3: Time series of the vertically-integrated ice cloud occurrence over Darwin with all regimes daytime
included signature corresponds to the occurrence of the nonFig. and
3. Time
of the
vertically-integrated
ice cloud
(thick black line),
for theseries
following
large-scale
atmospheric regimes:
Moistoccurrence
Easterly (thick blue
line),
precipitating
ice anvils and long-lived cirrus clouds generover
Darwin
with
all
regimes
included
(thick
black
line),
and
for
the
ated
by
the
night-time
deep convective activity, which proEasterly (thin solid blue line), Dry Easterly (thin dotted blue line), Active monsoon (thick red line), and
following large-scale atmospheric regimes: Moist Easterly (thick
gressively
get
thinner
and
with lower cloud tops during their
Shallow Westerly (thin red line).
blue line), Easterly (thin solid blue line), Dry Easterly (thin dotted
life cycle.
blue line), Active monsoon (thick red line), and Shallow Westerly
The variability of ice cloud occurrence as a function of
(thin red line).
the large-scale atmospheric regime (classification of Pope et
al., 2009) is very large (Fig. 1). The Easterly and Dry Easterly regimes are characterized by a much smaller ice cloud
properties to investigate for this type of quantity are the mean
occurrence throughout the troposphere (5 and 3 % peak valvertical profile (Fig. 1) and the diurnal cycle (Figs. 2 and
ues) and a bimodal distribution peaking at 13 km (cirrus) and
3). In order to characterize the amplitude of diurnal varia6.5 km (altostratus/altocumulus). The three other regimes,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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of (thin
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cloud properties
Westerly
red ice
line).

which occur predominantly during the wet season, are characterized by much larger occurrences. The cloud occurrence
peaks at the same 12.5 km height as the mean profile for the
Shallow Westerly regime (peak value of 23 %) and the Break
regime (peak value of 15 %). Cloud occurrence is largest
at all heights up to 13 km height during the Active Monsoon
regime, but peaks at a lower height (11.5 km). The largest occurrence of ice cloud at altitudes greater than 13 km is found
during the Shallow Westerly Regime (Fig. 1). The lower altitude of the peak production of ice clouds during the active
monsoon is in the result of weaker updrafts in monsoonal
convection than during break conditions (PAL09).
The maximum CTHs reached during each regime can be
estimated from the envelope of upper-level ice cloud occurrences in the panels of Fig. 2. The maximum CTHs associated with the evening convective activity are much larger
than those associated with the early morning convection for
the Active Monsoon, Shallow Westerly, and Break regimes.
This again indicates that convection is more intense and the
probability of updrafts overshooting the tropopause largest
in the evening convection. During the Break regime, the
evening convection in the Darwin area is often associated
with squall lines (Keenan and Carbone, 1992), which are
well organized and characterized by a large horizontal extent and large updrafts which may explain these highest cloud
Figure 4: Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of cloud top height (a) and geometrical cloud th
tops associated with the evening convection.
Fig. 4. Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of cloud top height
There are general similarities between with
the diurnal
variaall regimes
included
black line),
and thickness
PDF difference
for the following
(a)(thick
and geometrical
cloud
(b) with(regime-total)
all regimes included
tions of ice cloud occurrence in each individual large-scale
(thick
black
line),
and
PDF
difference
(regime-total)
for
the
folatmospheric
atmospheric regime (Fig. 2), with a maximum
in iceregimes:
cloud Moist Easterly (thick blue line), Easterly (thin solid blue line), Dry Easterly
lowing large-scale atmospheric regimes: Moist Easterly (thick blue
occurrence systematically found at night, and a minimum
oc-line),line),
blue
Active
monsoon
red line),
and Easterly
Shallow(thin
Westerly
Easterly
(thin(thick
solid blue
line), Dry
dotted(thin
blue red line).
currence around 07:00–10:00 LT. However, the diurnal amline), Active monsoon (thick red line), and Shallow Westerly (thin
plitude is very different (difference between maximum and
red line).
minimum frequency of occurrence in Fig. 3). For the Dry
Easterly and Easterly regimes, the amplitude of the diurnal variations is small (0.2 and 0.15, respectively) when
3.2 Cloud top height and geometrical thickness
compared to the diurnal amplitude of 1.0 obtained when all
The CTH and thickness statistics are basic but crucial quanregimes are grouped together. The Break, Active Monsoon
tities for model evaluation purposes, for the evaluation of
and Shallow Westerly regimes are in contrast characterized
spaceborne passive remote sensing retrievals of these quantiby substantially larger diurnal amplitude (1.9, 1.8, and 2.5,
ties, and for an accurate estimate of the cloud-radiation feedrespectively).
backs. The mean ice CTH and thickness PDFs derived from
It is also observed in Fig. 3 (and also in Fig. 2) that the
all regimes are given in Fig. 4 (black thick line), as well as
production of ice clouds starts earlier during the Active Monthe difference between the PDF for each regime and the mean
soon (around 13:00 LT, with a 33 % maximum occurrence
PDF (other lines). The CTH PDF over Darwin (Fig. 4a) is
between 15:00 and 19:00 LT) and peaks three hours earlier
characterized by a bimodal distribution, with a main peak at
(17:00 LT) than during the Shallow Westerly and the Break
14 km height and a secondary peak in the 5–7 km layer. The
regimes (Fig. 3), corresponding to the earlier triggering of
thickness distribution (Fig. 4b) is dominated by thin clouds,
convection during Active Monsoon regime. We also note
with a roughly exponential decrease in frequency of thicker
two layers of slightly enhanced occurrence (also seen on the
clouds. The variability of these two macrophysical quantimean vertical profiles of Fig. 1): cirrus at around 9 km height
ties as a function of the large-scale atmospheric regimes is
during the Dry Easterly regime (preferentially in the evening)
large and is primarily determined by the wind regime (westand altostratus or altocumulus from 5 to 7 km for the easterly
erly or easterly). The westerly regimes tend to generate a
regime (preferentially in the morning).
larger amount of clouds with tops higher than 13.5 km (up
to 16 km for the Active Monsoon regime, up to 18 km for
the Shallow Westerly regime, Fig. 4a). Unsurprisingly, this
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Figure 5: HPDF of cloud fraction when all regimes are included (a). Percentage differences in frequency with
Fig. 5. HPDF of cloud fraction when all regimes are included (a). Percentage differences in frequency with respect to the HPDF of panel
to the
HPDF of
panel (a)regimes:
for the Active
following
large-scale
atmospheric
regimes:
Active(d),
Monsoon
(b),and Dry
(a) for respect
the following
large-scale
atmospheric
Monsoon
(b), Shallow
Westerly (c),
Moist Easterly
Easterly (e),
Easterly (f).

Shallow Westerly (c), Moist Easterly (d), Easterly (e), and Dry Easterly (f).

increase in frequency of high cloud tops during the Active
3.3 Cloud fraction
Monsoon regime is associated with twice as many occurrences of cloud thickness from 4 to 8 km (Fig. 4b), which
The cloud fraction describes the percentage of the volume of
reflects the more frequent production of thick anvils by deep
a model grid box filled with clouds. It is one of the two progconvective systems. The Break regime CTH and thickness
nostic variables to describe an ice cloud in state-of-the-art
PDFs are similar to the mean PDFs. The easterly regimes
cloud parameterisations of large-scale models. Cloud fractend to have enhanced frequencies of cloud tops in the 12–
tion from cloud radar and lidar observations is estimated in
14 km height range, and much smaller frequencies of tops
the present study exactly as in PAL09 (and also as in Mace et
higher than 14 km. This enhancement correspond primarily
al., 1998; Hogan et al., 2001; Bouniol et al., 2010). The horto clouds of thickness smaller than 2 (thin cirrus), the freizontal wind field used to define time intervals for the cloud
quencies of which increase by about 50 % during both the
fraction calculations comes from an interpolation of the 6Easterly and Dry Easterly regimes. It is noteworthy when
hourly and 12-hourly radiosonde measurements performed
comparing the monsoon and break curves of CTH variability
over Darwin. For these calculations we have considered three
that there is a slightly larger occurrence of clouds with tops
horizontal grid sizes (10, 20, and 40 km) and the 50 vertihigher than 16 km during the break period, which is consiscal levels of the Met-Office Unified model, because the next
tent with the signature also observed on the upper-level enstep of this study is to evaluate the representation of clouds
velope of the diurnal cycle occurrence of ice clouds which
in different forecasts using this same model with these three
peaks at greater altitudes during the Break periods (Fig. 2).
horizontal resolutions over Australia. Results presented in
However, the greatest occurrences of highest cloud tops are
the present paper are however only for the 20 km grid, as the
reached during the Shallow Westerly regime and not during
use of the other grid sizes yielded exactly the same concluthe Break (Fig. 4a), which had not been documented yet to
sions. In the present study, only HPDFs of cloud fraction
our knowledge. The diurnal cycle plots of Fig. 2e shows that
are analysed. Indeed as argued in Bouniol et al. (2010) for
these high cloud tops are reached preferentially from 14:00
mid-latitude clouds, mean vertical profiles of cloud fraction
to 21:00
LT during
the Shallow
Figure
6: Mean
verticalWesterly
profiles regime.
of the microphysical and
properties
of model
ice clouds:
(a) icebecause
water most
are radiative
not a relevant
tool for
evaluation,
of the radius
time and
most
theconcentration
cloud fraction (in
distribucontent (in gm-3), (b) visible extinction (in km-1), (c) effective
(infor
m)
andheights
(d) total
tion is not mono-modal. This appears to be true as well in

L-1) over Darwin.
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the Tropics. Indeed Fig. 5a does exhibit the same U-shaped
type of distribution as at mid-latitudes, with 98 % of the ice
clouds characterized either by a cloud fraction smaller than
0.3 or larger than 0.9. When separating the data using the
large-scale atmospheric regimes of Pope et al. (2009), several
interesting features appear. Firstly, the westerly regimes tend
to generate more ice clouds with high cloud fractions (Fig. 5b
and c) than when the total sample is considered (Fig. 5a):
20–30 % more clouds during monsoon regime with fraction
between 0.3 and 0.95, and up to 40 % more clouds of cloud
fraction between 0.95 and 1. In the Shallow Westerly regime
the largest effect is above 10 km height, where up to 40–60 %
more clouds are characterized by a fraction of 0.8 or higher,
while 40 % fewer clouds are with cloud fraction of 0.2 and
smaller at these heights. The opposite signature is found in
the easterly regimes, characterized by a lower occurrence of
ice clouds with high cloud fractions. During the Easterly
and Dry Easterly regimes this effect is large, with a 40 to
60 % decrease in occurrence of cloud fractions larger than
0.6–0.7 above 8 km, and a 30–50 % increase in occurrence
of cloud fractions smaller than 0.1. This corresponds to a
larger production of thin cirrus clouds. As for the frequency
of ice cloud occurrence and the macrophysical properties,
these large differences definitely have to be well reproduced
by cloud parameterizations in order to well simulate the radiative effect of clouds.
3.4

Microphysical and radiative properties

As discussed in Sect. 2, the microphysical and radiative properties of ice clouds analysed in this paper were derived using
the variational radar-lidar technique of DH08. The main advantage of the DH08 technique is that it allows the radaronly, radar-lidar and lidar-only cloud samples to be included
in the statistics. A short summary of the principle of the retrieval technique and a discussion about the expected errors
are given in Protat et al. (2010).
This study provides a good opportunity to update the
characterization of the statistical microphysical and radiative
properties of tropical ice clouds and their vertical variability
using four years of observations at Darwin instead of a single wet season as was done in PAL09. In particular, the use
of many more observations allows a better characterization
of the microphysical properties in the upper troposphere. In
PAL09 an increase in IWC and extinction above 12 km was
observed and was suspected to be an artefact due to the much
smaller number of points at these altitudes. The mean vertical profiles of the IWC and extinction (Fig. 6a and b) show
confirm that this signature is real, but that at heights greater
than 15 km (which could not be characterized in PAL09 owing to too few data points), IWC and extinction then decrease
rapidly with height. The new results presented in Fig. 6
show that the part of the troposphere where ambient temperatures are negative can be split into three distinct layers
characterized by different statistically-dominant microphysAtmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011

ical processes from cloud top down (that is, for increasing
temperatures): layer 1 from 18 km to 15 km, layer 2 from
15 km to 9 km, and layer 3 from 8 km to the melting layer
height (around 5 km during the wet season). Statistically
speaking layer 1 is characterized by a sharp increase in IWC,
extinction and Re , and a relatively constant NT from 18 km
down to 15 km height. This suggests that in addition to the
expected homogeneous nucleation process at these heights,
which would tend to increase IWC, extinction and Re , but
NT as well (which is not the case here), diffusional growth
(also called “deposition”) and ice particle sorting with height
by sedimentation in this layer seem to be important microphysical processes too above 15 km height. Regarding layer
2, IWC is found to slightly increase for decreasing altitudes
in the layer, while extinction slightly decreases and total concentration decreases very rapidly. As discussed in McFarquhar et al. (2007), the fact that NT decreases at a much faster
rate than extinction is the signature of aggregation as a dominant process because it means that there is a more efficient
removal of small ice particles than of large particles. It appears therefore that statistically in this layer aggregation is a
dominant process, which is in agreement with the observed
predominance of ice aggregates at these temperatures in tropical ice anvils (e.g. Heymsfield et al., 2007). However it is
also seen that IWC slightly increases, which cannot be the
result of aggregation, expected to occur at constant IWC. The
observed slight mean increase in IWC with decreasing height
in layer 2 probably results from a complex balance between
the other microphysical processes which are thought to be
potentially important such as riming and diffusional growth,
which would both tend to increase IWC without changing
NT . Unfortunately, the observations available here do not
allow further identification of individual microphysical processes. In layer 3, all the microphysical parameters tend to
decrease from 8 km down to the melting layer, which is likely
due to the increasing importance of sublimation at the ice
cloud bases with respect to aggregation. It is important to
note that this result does not mean that sublimation is the
dominant mechanism in the first 3 km above cloud base of
each individual cloud, because the signatures we discuss here
merely reflect the relative importance of microphysical processes in a statistical sense, combining all types of clouds
with all possible cloud heights, bases, and thicknesses. It
is also observed in Fig. 6c that the transition from increasing effective radii to decreasing effective radii for decreasing
altitudes occurs at a lower height (around 7.5 km) than for
IWC and extinction (around 9 km). This result indicates that
aggregation in the layer from 9 to 7.5 km is still effective at
increasing particle size while sublimation starts removing the
small particles. At altitudes lower than 7.5 km it is also observed that NT decreases at a rate much larger than above
7.5 km, which indicates that sublimation is increasingly effective at removing small ice particles (and therefore reducing total concentration) in this lower layer.
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Shallow Westerly (c), Moist Easterly (d), Easterly (e), and Dry Easterly (f).

Figure 6: Mean vertical profiles of the microphysical and radiative properties of ice clouds: (a) ice water
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clouds during Easterly and Dry Easterly regimes apparently
carry much less ice water content (Figs. 7a and 8a) and produce much less visible extinction on average than during the
other regimes, especially above 13 km height. The maximum
difference in log(IWC) and log(α) is −0.6 at 16 km height,
which corresponds to a −0.004 g m−3 difference (or a factor 5) for an average IWC of 0.005 g m−3 , and a −0.22 km−1
difference (or a factor 4) for an average α of 0.3 km−1 , which
are the mean values at 16 km height (see Fig. 6). These
large differences are not surprising: a vast majority of ice
clouds during these regimes are cirrus clouds, and these cirrus clouds are not produced by deep convection as in the
other regimes but presumably by the instabilities induced
by the dynamics of the upper-level jet. From Fig. 7c, it is
seen that ice clouds in these regimes are characterized by
larger occurrences of particles in the 20–40 µm effective radius range and a reduction in occurrence of particles larger
than 50 µm. The mean vertical profiles of difference (Fig. 8c)
show that this corresponds to particles being on average 6 microns smaller at 7 km for the Easterly regime and at 8.5 km
for the Dry Easterly regime. As was observed for the other
cloud properties analysed so far, the Break regime seems to
be characterized by microphysical properties similar to those
derived from all regimes together. The westerly regimes are
generally characterized by larger values for the microphysical parameters than the easterly regimes. Both the Active
Monsoon and Shallow Westerly regimes produce larger occurrences of IWC in the range 0.01 to 0.1 g m−3 (Fig. 7a)
and of extinction in the range 0.3 to 3 km−1 (Fig. 7b). These
regimes differ very clearly in terms of effective radius and NT
distributions though. The Active Monsoon regime is characterized by larger occurrences of effective radii larger than
40 µm but smaller occurrences of NT larger than 100 l−1 ,
while the Shallow Westerly regime is characterized by exactly the opposite signatures. This translates into larger mean
particle sizes mostly in the 6–10 km layer and around 16 km
for the Shallow Westerly regime, and much larger total concentrations in the 15–18 km layer (Fig. 8). The larger occurrences of larger particle radii seem to occur at all heights
during the Active Monsoon regime. When all regimes are
considered the largest variability between regimes is found
in the 6–10 km layer for effective radius (with a maximum
of 8.5 µm at 7 km). This difference is expected to produce
relatively large differences in terms of radiative impact, as
discussed in Protat et al. (2010).
In conclusion the variability of the different ice cloud
properties as a function of the large-scale regimes is large
and is expected to produce some differences in radiative impact of these ice clouds on average and also preferentially at
specific heights. These results highlight the importance of
evaluating cloud parameterizations held in large-scale models in light of these regimes. The model should be able to
reproduce the observed variability.
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The variability of ice cloud properties as a function of
the ISCCP “cloud” regime

Jakob and Schumacher (2008, referred to as JS08 hereafter)
applied a cluster analysis to 6 yr of 3-hourly joint histograms
of cloud-top pressure and cloud optical thickness over the
Tropical Western Pacific region, following earlier work by
Rossow et al. (2005). Using this cluster analysis, six cloud
regimes have been defined. Among these six regimes, four
regimes correspond to occurrences of ice clouds (70 % of our
4-yr sample), the other two regimes referring to low-level
clouds (30 % of our 4-yr sample). Therefore only the four ice
cloud regimes are considered in the present study and are described briefly in what follows. The first ice cloud regime is
characterized by large amounts of optically thick clouds with
high tops. This signature likely indicates large systems with
extensive stratiform cloud coverage, as discussed in JS08,
and is referred to as the “Convectively-active Deep cloud
(CD)” regime. The CD regime occurs 15 % of the time over
the TWP (JS08) and 16 % in our dataset. The second regime
also exhibits a large amount of deep cloud but the majority
of the cloud occurrence is accounted for by optically thinner cirrus clouds. This ice cloud regime is referred to as the
“Convectively-active Cirrus (CC)” regime. The frequency of
occurrence of the CC regime is larger in our dataset (21 %)
than over the TWP region (11 %, see JS08). The third ice
cloud regime is a mixture of different cloud types (referred
to as the “MIX” regime) in a convectively-active region with
no strong generation of large cirrus or anvil clouds. MIX is
the most frequent regime in the TWP (33 %, JS08) and in
our dataset (29 %). The fourth ice cloud regime occurs in
a largely convectively-suppressed environment, and is dominated by large amounts of very thin cirrus. This regime
will therefore be referred to as the “Suppressed Thin cirrus
(STC)” regime. The STC regime is present only 5 % of the
time in our dataset (14 % over the TWP, see JS08).
Since the ISCCP cloud regimes are only available up to
mid-2007, the variability study described in what follows has
been conducted using only the two first years of our dataset.
4.1

Frequency of ice cloud occurrence

The variability of ice cloud occurrence as a function of cloud
regime is very large (a factor 3 difference in peak ice cloud
occurrence among the ISCCP regimes, Fig. 9), as was found
with the classification by large-scale atmospheric regime in
Sect. 3. The STC cloud regime corresponds fairly well to
the sum of the Dry Easterly and Easterly regimes, with a
maximum occurrence of 8 % at 12.5 km and a secondary
peak in the 5–7 km layer. The three other regimes, which
are characterized by a convectively-active environment, are
in contrast difficult to link individually to the large-scale atmospheric regimes in Sect. 3. This is expected, because this
type of classification is based on regimes of clouds instead of
large-scale atmospheric context. As a result all widespread
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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Figure 8: Mean vertical profiles of the difference (regime-total) in microphysical and radiative properties of
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large-scale atmospheric regimes in Sect. 3. It is therefore
interesting to quantify the variability of the ice cloud prop34
erties in each cloud regime as well, because it provides the
observational basis for the evaluation of the suitability of current cloud parameterizations for different well-marked cloud
regimes and for the development of cloud-specific parameterizations. The mean vertical profile of cloud occurrence
in the MIX regime, which corresponds to a convective environment but without a large production of thick anvils and
extended cirrus layers, is very similar in shape to the mean
profile, but with slightly smaller occurrences than the average at all heights (by 1–2 %). The CC regime is characterized
by the largest occurrences, reaching peak values of 26 % at
11–12 km (about twice as much as the average). Finally the
CD regime, which includes predominantly the thick anvils
produced by deep convection, is characterized by a very different vertical profile of cloud occurrence, with larger occurrences below 11 km height than the average, and also the
largest occurrences of ice clouds below 7 km of all regimes,
corresponding to the stratiform precipitation and thick nonprecipitating anvils produced in deep convective storms. The
results for the CC and CD regimes may appear surprising,
9: Same as Fig. 1 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
as the ISCCP data alone indicate a much larger coverage of
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 1 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC
high-top clouds in the CD regime than in the CC regime
(green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
(Jakob and Tselioudis, 2003). However, as shown in JS08,
the CD regime is primarily characterized by strong precipitation, both in the convective and stratiform parts of the
cloud systems associated with this regime. In our analysis
stratiform regions or all thick cirrus clouds produced by deep
the “convective ice” profiles have been removed (see Sect. 2),
convection (for instance) will be grouped in the same cateso the CD regime as defined in the present analysis is merely
gory instead of being spread out in different ones as in the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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Figure 9: Same as Fig. 1 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig.
2 but10:
for Same
the ISCCP
regimes:
STC (c),regimes:
CC (d), and
Figure
as Fig.
2 but CD
for (b),
the ISCCP
CDMIX
(b), (e).
STC (c), CC (d), and MIX (e).

characterized by thick non-precipitating anvils produced by
the deep convective systems. One should therefore treat the
forthcoming results of the CD regime with some caution, especially if the results are used to evaluate model clouds. Convective ice profiles would have to be removed first from the
model profiles using the same method as Sect. 2.
The diurnal variations of ice cloud occurrence are
markedly different for each individual regime (Figs. 10 and
11). Figure 10 shows that the STC and CC regimes are characterized by the largest diurnal variations (Fig. 10c and e),
while the CD and MIX regimes are characterized by relatively smaller diurnal variations (Fig. 10b and d). The maximum diurnal amplitude is found in the CC regime (1.8). The
much larger frequencies of occurrence found on the mean
profiles of Fig. 9 for the CC regimes are observed at all times
of day (Fig. 10d, and Fig. 11). This CC regime is also characterized by enhanced frequencies of occurrences between
06:00 and 11:00 LT as compared to the other regimes and
a reduction of the maximum CTHs from 00:00 to 06:00 LT
(Fig. 10b). This corresponds to the progressive thinning and
sedimentation of long-lived cirrus clouds generated by the
night-time deep convective activity. The MIX regime is characterized by diurnal amplitude similar to the average.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011

There are also marked differences in timing of35
the maxima of ice cloud occurrence. In convectively-suppressed
conditions (STC regime), ice clouds are produced preferentially after 17:00 LT, with a relatively narrow peak occurrence around 19:00–20:00 LT (Fig. 11). During the CC
and MIX regimes, ice cloud occurrence tends to peak later,
between 22:00 and 24:00 LT. The diurnal cycle during the
CD regime is the most complicated, with multiple peaks (at
05:00, 14:30, and 22:00 LT).
4.2

Cloud top height and geometrical thickness

The variability in CTH and thickness obtained when binning
our dataset using cloud regimes (Fig. 12) is of similar magnitude as when the large-sale atmospheric regimes were used
(Fig. 4). The differences in CTH frequencies between cloud
regimes is small above 14.5 km and is largest for CTHs ranging from 9 to 14.5 km. During the CD regime there is a
large increase in CTH frequencies around 10–12 km (by 50
to 100 %) and a drop between 12.5 and 14.5 km, corresponding to enhanced thicknesses between 5 and 9 km. The inspection of the diurnal cycle seems to indicate that this signature
also corresponds to a less-vigorous early morning convection producing ice clouds at lower heights than in any other
regime (from 00:00 to 07:00 LT). The STC and CC cloud
regimes are characterized by an enhanced frequency of CTH
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. 3 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).

Figure 11: Same as Fig. 3 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 3 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC
(green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).

between 11 and 13 km height (by 30 to 50 %). This does
not seem to be due to the same reason for both regimes, be-Figure 12: Same as Fig. 4 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 4 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC
cause the STC regime tends to have larger occurrences of
(green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
thicknesses smaller than 2 km, while the CC regime has reduced occurrences of thin clouds and enhanced occurrence
of clouds of 5–7 km thickness. This would suggest a producclouds carrying much less ice water content (Fig. 15a) and 36
tion of more thin cirrus clouds with high tops for the STC
producing less visible extinction (Fig. 15b), owing to slightly
regime, and a larger occurrence of shallower convection prosmaller particles (Fig. 15c, Fig. 14c) in smaller concentraducing cirrus at lower heights in the CC regime.
tion (Fig. 15d). This is consistent with the fact that this cloud
4.3

Cloud fraction

The variability of the cloud fraction distribution in the four
cloud regimes is given in Fig. 13. The reference cloud fracFigure 12: Same as Fig. 4 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).
tion distribution for this shorter time period is very similar to
that given in Fig. 4a and is therefore not shown in Fig. 13. As
was also seen when using large-scale atmospheric regimes,
there are large differences in cloud fraction distribution between cloud regimes. During the CD and CC regimes, there 36
is substantial increase (>70 %) in ice cloud fractions of 1.0
(very thin line for cloud fraction = 1 in Fig. 13a and c). There
is also an increase in the occurrence of intermediate to high
cloud fraction in the 6–10 km layer, probably corresponding
to larger occurrences of thick cirrus clouds. In contrast, there
is a decrease in occurrence of cloud fractions larger than 0.9
for the STC regime (a reduction of about 40 %) and a large
increase in cirrus clouds characterized by a very low cloud
fraction (60 % more occurrences of cloud fractions <0.05).
This result highlights the very different morphology of cirrus
produced by deep convection and those produced by upperlevel jets in the absence of deep convection.
4.4

Microphysical and radiative properties

The mean differences found on the mean vertical profiles
(Fig. 15) for the microphysical properties tend to be generally
smaller than those found in Fig. 8 when the large-scale atmospheric regimes were used. The MIX regime is most similar
to the average, with however a tendency to have high-level
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/

regime is not expected to include large and persistent cirrus
clouds, but rather some optically-thin cirrus (see ISCCP histograms in JS08). The CD regime, which includes predominantly stratiform clouds and thick anvils, is characterized by
larger occurrences of large particles and smaller occurrences
of small particles (Fig. 14c), as also reflected in the enhancement of NT of 10–100 l−1 and a reduction of the occurrence
of NT larger than 1000 l−1 (Fig. 14d) that is more typical of
high-level cirrus clouds (see mean vertical profile of NT in
Fig. 6d). These characteristics of the CD regime result in
larger IWCs in the range 0.01 to 0.1 g m−3 and larger extinctions in the range 0.3 to 3 km−1 ,at all heights (Fig. 15a and
b) %. Similar increases in IWC and extinction are also found
on the vertical profiles of Fig. 15a and b for the CC regime.
However, these signatures are not associated with the same
signatures in effective radius and NT as in the CD regime.
In the CC regime, dominated by thick cirrus produced by
deep convection, there is only a slight increase in frequency
of particles of effective radius larger than 40 µm and smaller
occurrences of effective radii ranging from 20 to 40 µm. The
frequency of NT larger than 100 l−1 does not drop as in the
CD regime.
The STC regime is characterized by very different signatures as compared to the convectively-active
regimes: smaller particles (Fig. 14c), in larger concentration
(Fig. 14d). The impact on the mean vertical profile occurs
in two different layers (Fig. 15a and b). In the 15–18 km
layer, there is an enhancement of IWC and extinction around
16 km, which can be attributed to the higher frequencies of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Figure 13: Percentage differences in cloud fraction distribution with respect to the HPDF of Fig. 5a for the
Fig. 13. Percentage differences in cloud fraction
distribution
to CC
the HPDF
Fig. (d).
5a for the ISCCP regimes: CD (a), STC (b),
ISCCP regimes:
CDwith
(a), respect
STC (b),
(c), andofMIX
CC (c), and MIX (d).

occurrence of cirrus clouds around 17:00 UTC in this STC
regime (see Fig. 10c). In the 8–10 km layer, IWC, extinction and particle size are also larger than average. A possible explanation for this particular signature is the existence
of thick cirrus clouds or altostratus in this regime, producing larger occurrences of large IWC and particle size due to
aggregation and diffusional growth in these thick ice clouds.
The inspection of the ISCCP histograms in JS08 (their Fig. 1)
seems to confirm this point, with some occurrence of clouds
of optical depth ranging from 1.3 to 9.4 at these heights for
the STC regime.

5

The variability of ice cloud properties as a function of
the MJO phase

al., 2007). It has in particular been shown that it had a
large impact on Northern Australian rainfall and circulation
(Wheeler et al., 2009), which is the region of interest of our
study. As a result it could be expected that the ice cloud production over the Darwin ARM site by deep convection be
also modulated by these large-scale characteristics.
Eight phases of the MJO are defined in Wheeler and Hendon (2004). The MJO amplitude is defined as significant
when greater than 1. The frequency of occurrence of each
MJO phase during the four years has been calculated. The
frequencies of occurrence of phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 are
similar (ranging from 7.5 to 10.5 %), while phases 5 and 6 are
found 21 % of the time each. In order to evaluate if there is
significant variability of the ice cloud properties as a function
of the MJO phase, our data and retrievals have been binned as
a function of these MJO phases and the results are presented
in a way similar to Sects. 3 and 4.

The Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian,
1972) is characterized by eastward migrating regions of
strong convection
theSame
Indian
and7western
Pacific
Oceans.
Frequency
of ice
occurrence
Figurein14:
as Fig.
but for the
ISCCP
regimes: CD5.1
(blue),
STC (green),
CCcloud
(yellow),
and MIX (red).
The intraseasonal variability associated with the MJO is
known to modulate the deep convective activity over the
The variability of the mean vertical profile of the frequency
37 (Fig. 16)
Tropics, both near the MJO source region (e.g. Hendon and
of ice cloud occurrence as a function of MJO phase
Liebmann, 1990; Wheeler and McBride, 2005) and remotely
is relatively smaller than the variability induced by binning
through complex teleconnections (e.g. Jones, 2000; Pohl et
the dataset into large-scale atmospheric regimes or ISCCP
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Figure 13: Percentage differences in cloud fraction distribution with respect to the HPDF of Fig. 5a for the
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ISCCP
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig.
7 but
the as
ISCCP
CD
(blue),
STC (green),
CC STC
(yellow),
andCC
MIX
(red). and MIX (red).
Figure
14:for
Same
Fig. 7regimes:
but for the
ISCCP
regimes:
CD (blue),
(green),
(yellow),

cloud regimes. All vertical profiles but for MJO phases 1
and 8 peak at the same height of 12.5 km. There is nevertheless a relatively large difference in peak frequencies for three
groups of MJO phases. Occurrences during MJO phases 1, 2,
and 8 are characterized by the smallest frequencies (around
7 %). Occurrences during MJO phases 3, 4 and 7 are similar
to those of the mean vertical profile, with a peak value around
11 %. Finally, largest occurrences of ice clouds are found
during phase 5 (15 % peak) and phase 6 (20 % peak). Going
back to the study of Wheeler et al. (2009) about the modulation of weekly rainfall probabilities by the MJO phase, they
show that conditional probabilities of receiving accumulated
rainfall in the climatological upper tercile shifts from being
less than 20 % in phases 1, 2, and 8 to greater than 60 % in
phases 5 and 6 over the Darwin area during austral summer.
This variability of rainfall probability therefore appears to
be fully consistent with enhanced occurrences of tropical ice
clouds in phases 5 and 6, and reduced occurrences for phases
1, 2, and 8. Even the “neutral” phases in terms of likelihood of rainfall do correspond to “neutral” phases in terms
of ice cloud production. This result shows indirectly again
the previously-discussed major role played by deep convection in the production of ice clouds in the upper troposphere,
and therefore indirectly the modulation of the production of
ice clouds by the phase of the MJO.
The variability in diurnal variations between periods characterized by different MJO phases (Fig. 17) is smaller than
that identified using cloud regimes and large-scale atmospheric regimes, except for MJO phases 3, 5, and 6. The large
diurnal amplitude during MJO phase 3 is due to the combination of very small integrated frequencies of occurrences
between 07:00 and 13:00 LT and large ones after 17:00 LT
(Fig. 18). During MJO phase 5 diurnal amplitudes are only
slightly larger than average (1.1 as compared to 1.0, Fig. 18),
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/

which is due to a secondary maximum in37
occurrence of ice
clouds from 08:00 to 13:00 LT (Fig. 17f, Fig. 18) where most
MJO phases are characterized by a minimum in occurrence.
The diurnal cycle during MJO phase 5 resembles that of the
CD cloud regime, which probably indicates that clouds produced during this MJO phase 5 are predominantly opticallythick clouds with high tops in a convectively-active environment (the definition of the CD cloud regime). This is also
consistent with Fig. 17f. During MJO phase 6, the diurnal
amplitude is large (2.0) and the timing is different, with a
production of ice clouds by deep convection earlier than for
other MJO phases (maximum at 16:00–17:00 LT, instead of
20:00 LT, see Fig. 17g and Fig. 18).
The vertical distribution of cloud occurrence displayed
in Fig. 17 also appears to be quite different between MJO
phases. During MJO phases 1, 2, 7 and 8, the largest frequencies of occurrences are concentrated in the upper levels, as was observed during the Easterly and Dry Easterly
regimes (Fig. 2b and c) and during the STC cloud regime
(Fig. 10c). In contrast the thickest clouds are produced during MJO phases 3, 5 and 6. This is consistent with larger
vertically-integrated frequencies of ice cloud occurrence in
Fig. 18.
5.2

Cloud top height and geometrical thickness

The variability in CTH obtained when binning our dataset
using MJO phases (Fig. 19) is of similar magnitude as when
the large-sale atmospheric regimes (Fig. 4) and the ISCCP
cloud regimes (Fig. 12) are used. The variability in thickness
among the periods characterized by different MJO phases is
in contrast smaller than when the other criteria are used. The
MJO phases 1, 2, 7, and 8 (which are those during which
less ice clouds are found in Fig. 16) are all characterized
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig.Figure
8 but 15:
for Same
the ISCCP
CDISCCP
(blue),regimes:
STC (green),
CC STC
(yellow),
andCCMIX
(red).and MIX (red).
as Fig.regimes:
8 but for the
CD (blue),
(green),
(yellow),
Figure 15: Same as Fig. 8 but for the ISCCP regimes: CD (blue), STC (green), CC (yellow), and MIX (red).

5.3

Figure 16: Same as Fig. 1 but for the MJO Phases : left panel for Phases 1 to 4, right panel for Phases 5 to 8.
Colour code is given in the Figure.
Fig. 16. Same as Fig.
1 but for the MJO Phases: left panel for
Phases 1 to 4, right panel for Phases 5 to 8. Colour code is given in
the Figure.

Cloud fraction

The differences in cloud fraction distributions as a function
of the MJO phases are not as obvious as for the large-scale
atmospheric regimes and ISCCP cloud regimes. Therefore
it has been decided not to show this figure but to summarize briefly the salient features. There are essentially two
patterns of difference with respect to the average cloud fraction distributions. The first one is a larger reduction of high
cloud fractions (by 40 to 60 %) and increase of cloud fractions lower than 0.2 for MJO phases 2, 7, and 8 for heights
greater than 10 km. The second signature is an increase of the
frequency of occurrence of cloud fractions larger than 0.8 by
about 20–30 % for MJO phase 5 above 10 km height. In order to evaluate if a model is able to reproduce the variability
in cloud fraction distributions it seems more appropriate to
use the large-scale atmospheric or cloud regimes rather than
the MJO phases.

Figure 16: Same as Fig. 1 but for the MJO Phases : left panel for Phases 1 to 4, right panel for Phases 5 to 8.

38 5.4 Microphysical and radiative properties
code is given
in the Figure.
by smaller occurrences of CTH larger than 13.5Colour
and larger
occurrences of clouds thinner than 1–2 km. Phases 5 and 6
The PDF differences (Fig. 20) show that the IWC and extinc(and to some extent phases 3 and 4 too) are characterized by
tion distributions are shifted towards smaller values for the
a larger occurrences of cloud tops higher than 13.5 km. For
phases associated with smaller ice cloud occurrences (phases
phase 3 this is due to an increase in the intensity of deep con1, 2, 4, 7 and 8). For these five phases it is also seen that the
vection producing higher (Fig. 17d) and thicker (see increase
occurrence of effective radii larger than38about 40–50 µm is
in 6–9 km cloud thickness frequency) ice clouds from 15:00
reduced (Fig. 20e, f). As shown in Fig. 21, these reductions
to 22:00 LT. For phases 5 and 6 it does not really correspond
in IWC, extinction, and effective radius, are occurring at difto a large increase in cloud thickness (Fig. 19d), so it is preferent altitudes for these different phases: during phases 1
sumably primarily due to the larger frequency of occurrence
and 2, the maximum reduction is around 8 km height; durof high cloud tops seen between 15:00 and 22:00 LT on the
ing phase 4 it occurs between 10 and 14 km height; durdiurnal cycle plots (Fig. 17f, g).
ing phases 7 and 8 it results in large reductions in the upper troposphere, with a maximum reduction at 16 km height,
except for the effective radius reduction for phase 7 which
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Fig. 17. Time-height
the frequencyof
of the
ice frequency
cloud occurrence
%) over
Darwin with
all over
regimes
included
(a),
Figure 17: cross-section
Time-heightofcross-section
of ice(in
cloud
occurrence
(in %)
Darwin
with
alland for the
following MJO phases: 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d), 4 (e), 5 (f), 6 (g), 7 (h), 8 (i).

regimes included (a), and for the following MJO phases: 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d), 4 (e), 5 (f), 6 (g), 7 (h), 8 (i).
occurs at all heights. Phases 1, 2, 7 and 8 are also characterized by reduced occurrences of NT larger than 200–250 l−1
(Fig. 20g, h). Phase 4 is in contrast characterized by a substantial increase of NT larger than 250 l−1 (Fig. 20g) and a
large increase in occurrences of particles in the range 20–
35 µm (Fig. 20e), which probably corresponds to the large
occurrences of cirrus clouds found in the evening for this
phase (Fig. 17e).
Phases 3, 5, and 6, which are the phases during which ice
cloud occurrence is largest (Fig. 17), do exhibit a variability
of the microphysical and radiative properties very different
from the phases 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8 discussed previously. These
phases are indeed this time characterized by shifts of the
PDFs towards larger IWCs, extinctions, and effective radii
in the range 40–60 µm for phase 5 (Fig. 20f) and 50–80 µm
for phase 3 (Fig. 20e). These shifts in the PDFs correspond
to enhancements of the mean vertical profiles of the same
quantities at different heights. For phase 3, which is predominantly characterized by large occurrences of thick cirrus clouds in the evening (Fig. 17d and Fig. 18), the impact is
towards a roughly linear increase of all the microphysical pawww.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8363/2011/

rameters with height from 10 to 17 km (Fig. 21a, c, e, g). The
increase in IWC, extinction and NT is largest at around 16 km
height, corresponding to a factor 2 in IWC and extinction,
and a factor 1.6 in NT . The increase in microphysical parameters is similar in magnitude for phase 6, but confined to a
thinner layer (from 14 to 17 km height only, see Fig. 21b, d,
f, h). Phase 5 is characterized by a relatively modest increase
of the microphysical parameters, but occurring throughout
the depth of the troposphere (Fig. 21b, d, f, h).
In conclusion, the difference between the two groups of
MJO phases (1, 2, 4, 7, 8 and 3, 5, 6) in terms of ice cloud
occurrence, diurnal amplitude, and microphysical properties
is large at all heights, and largest in the upper troposphere,
which offers a great opportunity to evaluate the representation of tropical ice clouds in large-scale models and the variability produced by models during different MJO phases.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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vertical variability described in the present study could
be used to improve these passive retrievals by including
a statistical representation of this variability.
– 98 % of ice clouds in our dataset are characterized by
either a small cloud fraction (smaller than 0.3) or a very
large cloud fraction (larger than 0.9). This result is
in agreement with previous studies performed at midlatitudes, but still had to be characterized from tropical
radar-lidar observations. As recently shown in Bouniol
et al. (2010) and Illingworth et al. (2007), numerical
weather prediction models (at least all the major European ones) do struggle to represent this bimodal structure of cloud fraction, which in turn produces large errors in the radiative impact of clouds as produced by the
models.

– Although it is difficult to assess how these statistical
properties of the troposphere obtained over Darwin vary
in the tropical belt (the new spaceborne active sensors
from the A-Train mission should be able to provide new
Figure 18: Same as Fig. 3 but for the MJO Phases: upper panel for Phases 1 to 4, lower panel for phases 5 to 8insights into this question soon, Stephens et al., 2002),
our results indicate that, at least in the northern AusFig. 18. Same as Fig. 3 but for the MJO Phases: upper panel for
tralian region, the upper part of the troposphere charPhases 1 to 4, lower panel for Phases 5 to 8.
acterized by negative ambient air temperatures can be
split into three distinct layers characterized by different
statistically-dominant microphysical processes from top
6 Conclusions
down (that is, for increasing temperatures):
In the present paper the statistical properties of non– layer 1 from 18 km to 15 km where homogeneous
precipitating tropical ice clouds (mostly deep ice anvils renucleation, diffusional growth (“deposition”) and
sulting from deep convection and cirrus clouds) over Darice particle sorting by sedimentation seem to play
win, Northern Australia are characterized using grounda leading role;
based radar-lidar observations from the ARM Program. The
ice cloud properties analysed in this paper are the frequency
– layer 2 from 15 km to 9 km, where aggregation and
of ice cloud occurrence, the morphological properties (cloud
diffusional growth (maybe some riming too) seem
top height and thickness), and the microphysical and radiato be the dominant processes;
Figure 19: PDF of cloud top height (panel a for MJO phases 1 to 4, panel b for MJO phases 5 to 8) and
tive properties (ice water content, visible extinction, effective
geometrical cloud thickness (panel c for MJO phases 1 to 4, panel d for MJO phases 5 to 8) with all regimes
– layer 3 from 8 km to the melting layer height
radius, terminal fall speed, and total concentration). The verincluded (thickofblack
line)ice
and PDF
difference
for eachisMJO
(around 5 km during the wet season), where sublitical variability
these
cloud
properties
in phase.
particular
mation becomes the dominant process, statistically.
fully characterized. The variability of these tropical ice cloud
properties is then studied as a function of different large40
– A main motivation of this study was to characterize the
scale environmental conditions: the large-scale atmospheric
variability of the ice cloud properties as a function of the
regime as derived from a long-term record of radiosonde oblarge-scale atmospheric regime, cloud regime, and MJO
servations over Darwin, the ISCCP cloud regimes, and the
phase. It is found that this variability is large, producing
phase of the MJO.
mean differences of up to a factor 8 in the frequency of
The main findings of this paper can be summarized as folice cloud occurrence between large-scale atmospheric
lows:
regimes (a factor 3 to 4 for the ISCCP regimes and the
– the vertical variability of ice cloud occurrence and miMJO phases), and mean differences of a factor 2 typcrophysical properties is very large (1.5 order of magniically in all microphysical properties analysed in the
tude for ice water content and extinction, a factor 3 in efpresent paper between large-scale atmospheric regimes
fective radius, and three orders of magnitude in concenor MJO phases. The differences between different IStration, typically). This has potentially important impliCCP regimes in terms of microphysical properties are
cations for the retrieval of cloud properties from passive
typically smaller, but with well-defined signatures that
remote sensing instrumentation. It is suggested that the
can be exploited for sake of model evaluation.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011
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Fig. 19. PDF of cloud
MJO
to 4, ba for
geometrical
thickness
(c for MJO phases 1
Figuretop
19:height
PDF (a
of for
cloud
topphases
height1(panel
for MJO
MJO phases
phases 51 to
to 8)
4, and
panel
b for MJOcloud
phases
5 to 8) and
to 4, d for MJO phases 5 to 8) with all regimes included (thick black line) and PDF difference for each MJO phase.
geometrical cloud thickness (panel c for MJO phases 1 to 4, panel d for MJO phases 5 to 8) with all regimes

included (thick black line) and PDF difference for each MJO phase.

40

Fig. 20. PDFsFigure
of the 20:
microphysical
radiative properties
of ice properties
clouds: (a,ofb)ice
iceclouds:
water (a,
content
g m−3
), (c, d)
PDFs of theand
microphysical
and radiative
b) ice(in
water
content
(invisible
gm-3), extinction (in
−1
−1
km ), (e, f) effective radius (in µm) and (g, h)-1 total concentration (in l ) over Darwin with all regimes included-1(thick black line), and
(c, d) visiblefor
extinction
(inphase
km ),(left
(e, f)
effective
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(in m)
(g, h)panels
total concentration
(in5Lto)8).
over
PDF difference (phase-total)
each MJO
panels
for MJO
phases
1 toand
4, right
for MJO phases
Darwin with all regimes included (thick black line), and PDF difference (phase-total) for each MJO phase

(left panels for MJO phases 1 to 4, right panels for MJO phases 5 to 8).
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Figure 21: Mean vertical profiles of the difference (phase-total) in microphysical and radiative properties of
-1
Fig. 21. Mean vertical
profiles
ofice
thewater
difference
(phase-total)
in microphysical
and radiative
of ice clouds:
ice water content
ice clouds:
(a, b)
content
(in gm-3), (c,
d) visible extinction
(in kmproperties
), (e, f) effective
radius(a,
(inb)
m)
(in g m−3 ), (c, d) visible extinction (in km−1 ), (e, f) effective radius (in µm) and (g, h) total concentration (in l−1 ) over Darwin for each
(g,for
h) total
L-1panels
) over for
Darwin
each5MJO
MJO phase (left and
panels
MJOconcentration
phases 1 to 4, (in
right
MJOfor
phases
to 8).phase (left panels for MJO phases 1 to 4,
right panels for MJO phases 5 to 8).

– Large differences in occurrence (up to 60–80 %) are
also found in the main patterns of the cloud fraction distribution of ice clouds (fractions smaller than 0.3 and
larger than 0.9), especially when binning the dataset
with the large-scale atmospheric regimes and the ISCCP
cloud regimes. It is suggested that the characterization
of this variability should in particular be used to assess
if cloud parameterizations in large-scale models have
the ability to generate cirrus clouds with different cloud
fraction distributions: cirrus clouds with low cloud fraction during the Dry Easterly and Easterly regimes, during the suppressed-thin cirrus cloud regime, and during
MJO phases 2, 4, 7, and 8; thick cirrus characterized by
high cloud fractions (greater than 0.8) during the Active Monsoon and Shallow Westerly regimes, during the
Convective Deep Clouds and Convective Cirrus ISCCP
cloud regimes, and during MJO phases 5 and 6.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 8363–8384, 2011

– The diurnal cycle of the frequency of occurrence of
ice clouds is also very different between regimes and
MJO phases, with diurnal amplitudes of the verticallyintegrated frequency of ice cloud occurrence ranging
from as low as 0.2 (almost no detectable diurnal cycle)
for the Easterly and Dry Easterly regimes to values in
excess of 1.8 (very large diurnal cycle) for the Active
Monsoon, Break, and Shallow Westerly regimes, for
the Convective Cirrus cloud regime, and during MJO
phases 3 and 6. The simulation of the diurnal cycle of
deep convection in the Tropics is known to be a big issue
for large-scale models in general. It is expected that a
better representation of this diurnal cycle of convection
is needed first, which should then yield a better representation of the ice clouds produced by deep convection
42 presented
in the Tropics. Once this is done, the results
in this paper could be used as a reference against which
the diurnal cycle of ice clouds could be evaluated.
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The results described in this paper provide an observational basis to which model outputs can be compared for
the different regimes or large-scale characteristics and from
which new parameterizations including the large-scale context can be derived. The next step of this study will consist in
evaluating the variability of the ice cloud properties produced
by the different versions of the Australian numerical weather
prediction model (global, regional, limited-area) with the results from the present study.
Acknowledgements. This work has been partly supported by
the United States Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation
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